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Accelerating Cancer Care
Your Philanthropy Helps Make It Possible
We are grateful for your generosity, which continues
to accelerate progress in cancer research and care at
Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center of
Northwestern University at Northwestern Memorial
Hospital. Your support during the past decade is
helping our physician-scientists and clinicians gain
new insights and reach new heights of excellence in
their daily work. With a gift of $235,000 in 2021,
Scoreboard Charities helped fund the two important
clinical trials highlighted in this report.
With Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer Center, Northwestern
Memorial Hospital is ranked No. 6 in the nation by U.S. News & World
Report in its 2021 – 2022 list of Best Hospitals for Cancer, and has had
the highest ranked cancer program in Illinois for nine consecutive
years.
Lurie Cancer Center is a founding member of the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), an alliance of 31 of the
world’s leading cancer centers dedicated to high-quality and effective
cancer care, and is part of the Big Ten Cancer Research Consortium, a
network of academic institutions working together on clinical trials
that are addressing critical medical needs of patients with cancer.
These achievements reflect our continued ascension as a leader in
front-line cancer research and clinical care.

Cancer Care Strides
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**U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

Clinical trials: Opening doors to new discoveries
We are always seeking to improve patient outcomes and gain new
insights into possible treatment approaches through clinical trials,
with investigators involved in approximately 300 trials at any given
time. Conducted with the help of volunteers, these studies are
designed to provide scientists with new knowledge about preventing
and comprehensively treating cancer. Even through the COVID-19
pandemic, we opened more than 120 new trials in 2020.
Many clinical trials evaluate the safety and effectiveness of new
medications, surgical procedures or medical devices, while others
test ways to prevent disease and improve quality of life. Early-phase
trials may offer treatment for patients who do not have many other
options. In addition, findings from clinical trials can help in the
development of new standards of care. Because of the work of
clinical trials at Northwestern Medicine, 18 new cancer-treating
medications have been developed and approved by the Food and
Drug Administration over the last four years.

Clinical trials are actively evaluating
medications, procedures and
disease prevention.

Identifying potential uterine serious carcinoma treatments
Daniela Matei, MD, is a hematologist and medical oncologist at
Northwestern Medicine and Lurie Cancer Center. She is overseeing a
phase two clinical trial that hopes to evaluate the clinical activity,
safety, and biomarker profile for women with recurrent or persistent
uterine serous carcinoma (USC). USC is an uncommon form of
endometrial cancer. It accounts for only 10% of diagnoses, but carries
the poorest prognosis, with five-year survival rates as low as 55%.
Dr. Matei is studying two groups of patients with USC, those who
have previously received pembrolizumab, an antibody used in
immunotherapy, and those who have not. Participants in the clinical
trial will receive ZN-c3, a recently discovered, highly potent inhibitor.
The study hopes to help scientists gain a better understanding of ZNc3’s efficacy, clinical activity, proper dosage and safety. This will
enable Dr. Matei and her team to further investigate how cancer
progresses in patients receiving ZN-c3.
Studying a possible treatment for metastatic breast cancer
Ami Shah, MD, hematologist and medical oncologist at Northwestern
Medicine and Lurie Cancer Center, is overseeing a clinical trial that
hopes to validate a new treatment for metastatic breast cancer.

Daniela Matei, MD, is conducting
research for a new treatment for
uterine serous carcinoma.

Metastatic breast cancer accounts for most of the breast cancer
deaths in women.
Developing targeted therapies for patients with metastatic breast
cancer may offer a safer alternative to chemotherapy and remains an
unmet clinical need, particularly for triple-negative breast cancer
prognosis.
Previous studies have shown that 13.5% of patients with metastatic
breast cancer may harbor somatic breast cancer gene (BRCA)
mutations, which can be detected through circulating tumor DNA.
These innovative findings form the basis for Dr. Shah’s investigation
of the safety and therapeutic efficacy of talazoparib, a recently FDAapproved cancer cell inhibitor, in patients with a detected BRCA
mutation. This study hopes to evaluate patient response and monitor
changes in BRCA mutation to examine the potential new targets for
future combination studies with talazoparib.

Ami Shah, MD, is conducting
research for metastatic breast
cancer treatment.

Better – thanks to you
Thanks to your support, Northwestern Medicine continues to
accelerate research efforts and thoughtfully expand our diagnosis
and treatment options for patients with cancer. We are grateful for
your continued, generous support in raising over $1 million in the
fight against cancer. We look forward to continuing our work with
you to bring hope and healing to people impacted by a cancer
diagnosis.
For more information, or if I can assist you in any way, please contact
me:
Karen Kliebhan
Director of Philanthropy – Oncology
Northwestern Memorial Foundation
312.926.5798 (TTY: 711) | karen.kliebhan@nm.org

Your support is accelerating research
efforts for patients with cancer.

